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1. INTRODUCTION 
Attribute grammars were introduced by Knuth as a mechanism for 
specifying the semantics of context-free languages (Knuth, 1968). Almost 
two decades after their introduction, they remain one of the main techni- 
ques for specifying semantics of programming languages, and have recently 
been used in new and quite diverse domains. An attribute grammar is a 
context-free grammar, in which each nonterminal has been endowed with 
certain attributes which can take values. Each production is enriched with 
functions whereby one can compute the values of attributes of non- 
terminals involved in the production in terms of the values of other such 
attributes. Also, there may be a predicate associated with a production, 
specifying that a particular relation must hold between the values of the 
various attributes. 
Attribute grammers are usually viewed as translations from strings in the 
underlying context-free language to attribute values (in the programming 
language application, from programs to executable code). Recently, it was 
shown (Engelfriet, 1986) that the ranges of such mappings constitute all 
languages log-tape reducible to the context-free languages, if we assume 
that the attribute computations involve only string concatenation (as it is 
natural to do in the context of compilation). However, it is also useful and 
instructive to study attribute grammars as language generators, since in 
many applications of attribute grammars, parsing is the main interest. An 
atribute grammar AG generates the language consisting of all strings that 
have a legal parse tree in AG (that is, a parse tree in which all attribute 
values relate in the prescribed way). Because of the predicates, a parse tree 
of the original context-free grammar may no longer be a legal parse tree of 
the attribute grammar, and thus the language accepted by an attribute 
grammar is in general a subset of the corresponding context-free language. 
It is clear that any context-free language can be generated by an attribute 
* Currently with the University of California at San Diego. 
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grammar with trivial attributes, functions, and predicates, but the converse 
is not valid: It is easy to construct simple attribute grammars that accept 
languages that are not context-free, such as (a”b”c”: n > 0} (see Exam- 
ple 1). The question thus arises, what exactly is the expressive power of 
attribute grammars? Which superset of the context-free languages do they 
define? 
It is quite nontrivial to formulate this problem so that it does not have a 
trivial answer. For example, if we do not restrict the functions and the 
predicates involved, it is trivial to notice that any language (even one that 
is not recursively enumerable!) can be generated by an attribute grammar 
with appropriately complex functions and predicates defined for the 
productions. It seems therefore necessary to somehow restrict the attribute 
values and the corresponding functions and predicates. One way would be 
to require that the domains of the attributes be finite; in this case, however, 
it is not hard to see that the resulting class is precisely the class of all 
context-free languages (proof: use a new nonterminal for each combination 
of attribute values of a nonterminal). A more reasonable restriction would 
be to require that the functions (and, as a special case, the predicates) 
involved in the attribute grammar be computable in polynomial time in the 
size of the inputs (assuming the domains to be strings) and, in the case of 
functions, to produce outputs that are at most an additive constant longer 
than the sum of the lengths of the inputs. This latter restriction has the effect 
of avoiding the creation of attribute values that are exponentially and 
doubly exponentially long in the size of the parse tree, by repeated 
doubling or squaring of the lenght. But even in this case, it can be shown 
that all recursively enumerable languages are accepted by attribute gram- 
mars! To see how, notice that an attribute grammar with productions 
S + S 1 e and two attributes for S standing, intuitively, for right part of the 
tape and left part of the tape (right and left with respect to the position of 
the head) can simulate the computation of any Turing machine. Thus, by 
adding productions that initialize the tape contents, we obtain an attribute 
grammar, generating any recursively enumerable language (this was 
originally shown in Milton, 1977). 
The reason for this latter anomaly is that the underlying context-free 
grammar is cyclic’ (that is, it has derivations of the form A -+ + A for some 
nonterminal A, namely S). The point is that, for non-cyclic context-free 
grammars, the size of any parse tree is linearly related to the length of the 
string being parsed, thus ruling out anomalies such as the above. We thus 
arrive at the class of attribute grammars with an underlying context-free 
grammar which is non-cyclic, and with functions and predicates thar are of 
’ This notion of cyclicity of context-free grammars should not be confused with the notion 
of acyclicity of attribute grammars (Knuth, 1968; Jazayeri et al., 1975), which is of no 
relevance to our work. 
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polynomial time complexity and constant increase in length. We show that 
the class dp of all languages generated by such attribute grammars coincides 
with EXPTIME, the class of all languages accepted by Turing machines in 
time 2’” for some constant c. 
Even though we defined our class so that there is only constant increase 
in the length of the attribute value per function application for the purpose 
of avoiding repeated doubling of the length of the attribute value, still some 
“indirect repeated doubling” can occur (for example, we may have two 
functionsfand g, the first of which is the concatenation and the second is 
the identity; these functions satisfy our conditions, and still 
f(g(x), g(x))=xx). Our proof that dp= EXPTIME makes heavy use of 
this possibility. Notice that, for such grammars, even though each attribute 
evaluation is of polynomial complexity, computing all attributes in the parse 
tree may not be doable in polynomial time in the size of the tree (or, 
equivalently, the length of the string generated). 
A new question thus arises: What is the expressive power of attribute 
grammars with functions and predicates restricted as before and in 
addition, for which the parse trees are always polynomial-time com- 
putable? Let us denote this class (to be defined formally soon) by &t. We 
show that &; is “roughly the same” as the famous class NP; by “roughly” 
we mean that NP is the class that results if we close &; under polynomial 
unpadding (that is, removal of prefixes of the form # p(‘x’), where # is a 
special symbol, p is any polynomial, and x is the remaining string). This 
proof is quite involved and uses some nontrivial automata-theoretic 
simulations. 
2. ATTRIBUTE GRAMMARS AND EXPONENTIAL TIME 
Our notation for context-free grammars (Lewis, 1982) is 
G = (N, Z, R, S), where C is the (terminal) alphabet of the language, N is 
the set of nonterminals, R is the productions, and S is the initial non- 
terminal. G is non-cyclic if there is no derivation of the form A + + A, that 
is, when there is no nonterminal that produces itself after one or more 
steps. 
An attribute grammar is a tuple AG = (G, attr,, attr,, d, o), where: 
(a) G = (N, C, R, S) is a context-free grammar, called the underlying 
grammar of A. 
(b) For each nonterminal A of G we have two sets of attributes; 
attr,(A) is the set of synthesized attributes of A, and attr,(A) is the set of 
inherited attributes of A. attr,(A) and attri(A) are disjoint, and their union 
is denoted attr(A). 
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(c) d is a function assigning to each attribute a of each nonterminal 
a domain d(a). In this paper we take all domains to be I*, that is, strings in 
some fixed finite alphabet unrelated to C. 
(d) Finally, o is the semantic part of AG, a mapping assigning to 
each production r = A0 -+ q,A , ~1~ . . . c(~ ~, A,a, E R (where the A’s are non- 
terminals and the LX’S are strings of terminals of G) a finite set o(r) of 
semantic rules. Each semantic rule is of the form a, t #(al, . . . . a,), where 
each of the als is an attribute of the nonterminals Aj, except that a, may be 
a Boolean variable in the case that the semantic rule is a predicate. 4 is a 
function from (r* )” to r* (or to (true, false} in the case of a predicate). 
In particular, the semantic rules o(r) for production r above will contain 
(1) one predicate (without loss of generality), (2) for each synthesized 
attribute UE attr,(A,) one semantic rule with a, = a, and (3) for each 
inherited attribute a E attri(Aj), for j> 0, one semantic rule with a = a,. 
These are the only rules of o(r). 
A purse tree for AG is a parse tree of G with all attributes of all internal 
nodes computed according to the semantic rules of the corresponding 
production of G, and such that at each internal node the predicate evaluates 
to true. The language generated by AG, denoted L(AG), is the set of yields 
(sequences of leaves read from left to right as strings, see Lewis, 1982) of all 
parse trees for AG. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the attribute grammar with underlying context- 
free grammar ({S, A, B, C}, {a, b, c}, R, S), where R contains the produc- 
tions R,:S-+ABC, R,:A+aA, R3:A+e, R,:B+bB, Rs:B-+e, 
R,: C + CC, R,: C + e. All three of A, B, C have a single synthesized 
attribute called A-count, B-count, and C-count, respectively, with domain 
( # } *; S has no attributes. The semantic part of R3 is the semantic rule A- 
count t e, and a trivial predicate true; and similarly for R, and R,, only 
with B-count and C-count. The semantic part of R, is again a trivial 
predicate, and the function A-count c # A-count, defining the A-count 
predicate of A on the left as # concatenated to the A-count predicate of A 
on the right; similarly for R4 and R,. Finally, the semantic part of R, con- 
sists of the predicate A-count = B-count = C-count, requiring that all three 
count attributes of the nonterminals at the right-hand side be equal. It 
should be easy to see that the language generated by this attribute 
grammar is { anbncn: n 2 O}. 
For each parse tree of an attribute grammar we can define a directed 
graph, called the attribute dug of the parse tree. The attribute dag contains 
one node for each attribute (or predicate) of each internal node (nonter- 
minal) of the parse tree, and contains an arc from attribute a to b if the 
value of Q depends on the value of 6. Notice that the attribute dag may 
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have indegree more than one (so it is not a tree in general). More impor- 
tantly, the attribute “dag” may also have cycles (in which case the attribute 
grammar in hand is not acyclic (Jazayeri et al., 1975)), in which case the 
parse tree is not valid. Starting from the attribute dag of a valid parse tree, 
we can construct the attribute tree of the parse tree, as follows: Starting 
from the leaves (sinks) of the dag, we pick a node with indegree k > 1 all of 
whose successors have been already processed, and we split it into k nodes 
of indegree one, duplicating the subtree emanating from that node. This 
way we obtain an out-forest, called the attribute tree of the parse tree. 
Notice that, because of the duplications, the attribute tree may be exponen- 
tial in the parse tree (and thus in the length of the string produced). 
Let us define an attribute grammar AG = (G, attr,, attr,, d, a) to be 
polynomial if the following conditions hold: First, G is non-cyclic. Second, 
all functions 4 defined in Q are polynomial time computable, and further- 
more, there exists a constant c such that for any m strings x,, . . . . x, E r*, 
I&x ,, . . . . .x,)1 6 Cy=, [xi1 + c. Let dp be the class of languages L such that 
L = L(AG) for some polynomial attribute grammar AG. 
THEOREM 1. dp = EXPTIME. 
Proof. To show that dp c EXPTIME, consider any language LEJ&‘~ 
and a string x with 1x1 = n. In EXPTIME we can generate all possible 
parse trees of x with respect to the underlying context-free grammar-since 
the grammar is non-cyclic, there is an exponential, in n, number of trees, 
each of size O(n). For each such parse tree T, create the attribute tree A(T) 
of T, and compute the attribute values based on the attribute tree. A(T) 
has at most 2”” nodes, and consequently the longest attribute value com- 
puted is at most 2”” long. It follows that the total time required to compute 
all attribute values and predicates is 2”‘“, which completes the proof that 
dp c EXPTIME. 
To show that EXPTIME c dp, consider any language L E EXPTIME; 
assume L E (0, 1 }*. We shall construct an attribute grammar AG, such 
that L(AGL) = L. The underlying grammar has productions S + A and 
A + AOlAl le. A has two synthesized attributes a and b, and S has no 
attributes. Any parse tree of this grammar consists of a long chain of inter- 
nal nodes of the form S-A-A- . . .-A (n + 1 A’s) from which a string 
x=x1x2 . . . x, E { 0, 1) * is “hanging.” The semantic rules are very simple, 
designed so that the value of c1 at the appearance of A in the chain which is 
the father of xi is # ‘*, and the value of b at the same A is x,x2 ... xi # “. 
This is achieved by defining appropriately the semantic rules a c # and 
b c # for the production A -+ e, and functions a c ~$(a’, b’) and 
b c $(a’, b’) for the production A + Aa, 0 E (0, 1). That is, $ concatenates 
its two arguments and deletes any prefix in (0, 1) *, while 4 concatenates 
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its two arguments and appends ~7 to the end of any prefix in (0, 1 }*. 
Finally, all predicates are trivially true, except for the predicate for the rule 
S + A (the root), where the predicate is defined as true if and only if the 
maximum prefix in (0, 1 } * of the value of the attribute a of A is in L. Note 
that, since L E EXPTIME, this latter is a polynomial predicate in the length 
of a, which is 2” + n by construction. 1 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
We call an attribute grammar strongly polynomial if it is polynomial, and 
furthermore in any valid parse tree of the grammar the attribute tree is of 
size polynomial in the size of the tree. There are interesting, syntactically 
defined, subclasses of polynomial attribute grammars that are strongly so. 
For example, any polynomial attribute grammar with at most one attribute 
per nonterminal, or in which in each production r each attribute appears 
on the right-hand side of at most one semantic rule in a(r), is strongly 
polynomial. However, it is an interesting open question how to tell whether 
a given polynomial attribute grammar is a strongly polynomial one. We let 
A; be the class of all languages generated by a strongly polynomial 
attribute grammar. 
Let p be a polynomial, and let L c C *. We define the p-added version 
of L to be pad,,(L) = { #p(x) x: XE L}, where # is a fixed symbol not 
appearing in 2. If 9 is a class of languages, the unpadded version of 9 is 
the following class: unpad(9) = {L: there is a polynomial p such that 
pad,(L) E pip>. We shall show the following: 
THEOREM 2. unpad(d;) = NP. 
Proof To show that unpad(d$‘)c NP, first notice that &cNP; the 
reason is that for any strongly polynomial attribute grammar AG and any 
string x to be tested for inclusion in L(AG), we can guess the parse tree of 
x and test in polynomial time that it is a valid one (since the attribute 
grammar is strongly polynomial). The inclusion then follows from the fact 
that NP is closed under polynomial padding. For the other inclusion we 
need some lemmata. 
Let us define a slightly nondeterministic, one-way (SNOW) machine to be 
a Turing machine which operates in the following manner: (a) It operates 
by making 1x1 successive scans of its tape, from left to right, never leaving 
the 1x1 squares originally occupied by its input; (b) after each scan is com- 
pleted, the machine repositions its head to the rightmost square. The 
machine operates deterministically, except that (c) it makes nondeter- 
ministic moves during its first scan, and also (d) it nondeterministically 
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chooses the state at which it starts each scan among a fixed set of scan- 
starting states. We can assume that the machine never overwrites its 
leftmost square, which at all times contains the symbol #. As usual with 
nondeterministic machines, a SNOW machine is said to accept an input if 
there is a sequence of nondeterministic moves that result in acceptance. 
LEMMA 1. For each language LE NP there is a polynomial r such that 
pad,(L) is accepted by some SNOW machine. 
Proof: A string x E L iff there is a “certificate” c of length at most p( 1x1) 
such that there is a deterministic Turing machine M which accepts the 
string c # x “in place” (that is, without leaving the input squares) in p( 1x1) 
steps, for some fixed polynomial p. Let L’ = pad,(,,(L), where r(n) = p(n)‘; 
we claim that L’ is accepted by a SNOW machine M’. 
We shall describe the operation of M’ on a string # r(lxl)~ E L. In its first 
(nondeterministic) pass, M’ guesses a certificate c for x, writes it in the left 
of x, and then repositions its head to the left end of the tape. In the remain- 
ing r( 1x1) + 1x1 - 1 steps, M’ simulates M, as follows: 
Each configuration a, p, a/? of A4 (where the state is p, the symbol scan- 
ned is a, and the tape to its left is a and to its right /I) is represented as 
cr(a, p) p on the tape of M’, where (a, p) is a symbol of M’. The only non- 
trivial part of the proof is simulating a move to the left by M, that is, what 
happens if 6(a, p) = (q, L). This is done during O(p( [xl) + 1x1) scans. In 
each scan M’ starts from the leftmost square having correctly guessed (in 
its scan-starting state) that a move on &(a, p) is indeed the move to be 
made. M’ tries all possibilities as the new position of the head (except, of 
course, for the initial #‘s, which are never seen by M. So, in its first scan it 
tries the first (leftmost) non- # square, and overwrites over its contents, say 
b, the symbol (b, q)’ meaning that this is a possible move to the left and to 
state q. It then looks at the square to the right to see whether indeed the 
next symbol is (a, p), and if it is not it completes this scan and goes back to 
try the next square (restoring (b, q)’ to b at the square just tried). If, on the 
other hand, the symbol to the right of the one currently tried is indeed 
(a, p), then M concludes the simulation of the move to the left by one 
more pass to write (b, q) over (6, q)‘, and a over (a, p). 
Proceeding this way, M’ can simulate M on c # x and accept # r(‘x’)~ 
iff it is in L’ in at most p( 1x1) + 1x1 scans per move of it4, or 
p(lxl I’+ Ix/ p(M) < r(l.4) + lx/ - 1 in toto. I 
LEMMA 2. If language L is accepted by SNOW machine M, then 
pad,,(L) (where by n we represent the identity polynomial) is generated by a 
strongly polynomial attribute grammar AG,. 
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Proof. The productions of AG, are the following: (a) S + A; (b) 
A + Aa, where CJ is any letter of the alphabet of L; (c) A + B; and (d) 
B -+ B# 1 e. The language produced is, obviously, # *L’*. We can use an 
attribute of B to count the #‘s in the substring produced by B (very much 
the same way that the attribute grammar of Example 1 counts the number 
of u’s produced by an A). Similarly, two attributes of A count the number 
of #‘s and the number of symbols in C in the string produced by the A. 
Thus, we can easily make sure that the grammar generates only strings of 
the form # Illx; this way, there is an occurrence of A on the parse tree that 
corresponds to each tape square of M. 
The nonterminal A has also a synthesized attribute a; the value of a at 
the occurrence of A that corresponds to the jth tape square of M simulates 
the 1x1 passes of M over this square. The attribute a takes values which are, 
intuitively, lxl-tuples of state-symbol pairs. If the value of a is 
((pr, s,), . . . . (P,,,, s,,,)), then the intention is that pi is the state at the 
moment of the ith pass over the square, and sj the symbol during this pass. 
The semantic rules attached to productions A + Aa present a way for 
computing the value of a of the left-hand side A from that of the right-hand 
side. These rules guarantee that: 
(a) The first pass over the square of the left-hand A represents a legal 
nondeterministic step on symbol CJ and the state implied by p1 of the right- 
hand side A. This is achieved by having a different production A -+ Aa for 
each such possible nondeterministic move on 0. 
(b) For all 2 < id 1x1 the ith pass performs the right deterministic 
step suggested by the value of pi of the A of the left-hand side, and the 
values of si- r and pip, of the A at the right-hand side. It is clear that all 
these functions can be computed in polynomial (in fact, linear) time, and 
that there is no increase in the length of the result. Since furthermore the 
value of each attribute is based on only one other attribute, we conclude 
that the attribute grammar is strongly polynomial. 
(c) It remains to see how the value of a at the A corresponding to 
the leftmost tape square of M is initialized with the right numbers of passes 
(and with the right initial states). This is done by “growing” the arity of the 
tuple that is the value of a from zero (at the production B -+ e) to 1,2, and 
so on, up to 1x1 (this is the function of the 1x1 #‘s in front of x). That is, B 
has also an attribute a, and for each scan-starting state s there is an 
instance of the production B + B# with a semantic rule which computes 
the value of a for the left-hand B by attaching the pair (#, s) to the tuple 
that is the value of the right-hand B. Thus the parse tree “guesses” the right 
sequence of scan-starting states and the right sequence of nondeterministic 
moves during the first scan, that is, all nondeterministic parts of the 
SNOW machine. 
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(d) Finally, the production S -+ A has the predicate that one of the 
states appearing in a must be final. 
It is easy to see that AG, is strongly polynomial, and furthermore a string 
x is in L if and only if # lxix is generated by AG,. 1 
Theorem 2 now follows from lemmata 1 and 2. 1 
We note in closing that both Theorems 1 and 2 remain valid even if we 
define polynomial attribute grammars to be those with attribute functions 
that are linear-time (not polynomialltime) computable, and also if the 
attribute grammars considered are themselves nondeterministic (i.e., we 
allow multivalued semantic functions). Also, Theorem 2 is valid if we 
require that the semantic functions be computable in logarithmic space. 
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